Don’t worry  
B!happy

Stay cool!

B!chair

Float from everyday life and relax completely? This is exactly what B!chair invites you for. The cuddly-soft beanbag is incredibly comfortable and at the same time a sincere supporter: a chair that combines upright sitting with true beanbag cosiness.
B!stool

Have fun and no boredom! As a sitting or standing stool, the B!stool likes to be out at the fresh air to fill every place with colour accents and lightness. Flexible as he is, he brings a low weight and can be worn to your heart’s content from A to B. The unicoloured and durable cover is machine washable and water repellent.

Always in Good condition
An unforgettable cozy sitting pleasure awaits you! The B!zed presents itself loosely, cheeky and uncomplicated. It adapts easily to any need in terms of form, function and colour. The ingenious material combination gently wears you while sitting and lying down. The cheerful B!zed with cult potential, as well as the rest of the B!family, comes in different strong colors. Thus each member of the small family underlines its own individual character. It’s up to you how colorful your new beanbag combination will be. The super handy handle also helps to move the B!zed comfortably.
B!zeddy

Just sit down, relax and stay there! It's so easy for B!zeddy to turn sitting into an experience. He clings well to the body and seduces to let himself fall and enjoy the moment. B!zeddy also takes it easy and relaxed with its surroundings. With the bright outdoor colours and the cozy indoor colors, the beanbag can be used on any desired location. B!zeddy can be easily carried back and forth with the practical handle and is versatile.

Noticeavle
feel good

Fascinating
Serenity
B!family Fabrics

Fabric made of 100% Polyester with PVC-Coating
60,000 Martindale cycles - abrasion resistance
370 g/m²
Water repellent and washable at 40° with detergent without bleach
Hang up dripping wet after washing.
Not suitable for the dryer, do not iron or wring.
No dry cleaning.

01 orange
02 lime
03 grey
05 blue
07 red
08 lime
10 light blue

Fabric made of 100% dirt-repellent polyester with teflon-coating
100,000 Martindale cycles - abrasion resistance
320 g/m²
Protection against dirt and moisture by equipping with Repellan®
Washable at 40° with detergent without bleach, not suitable for the dryer, do not iron or wring.
Dry cleaning possible.

51 light grey flecked
52 aquamarine flecked
53 flamingo pink flecked
End of the Seating order
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